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free program to.Q: Importing and
Parsing Facebook JSON Feed in

Python I am trying to parse
Facebook's JSON feed using

python, but am having some trouble
with the feed itself and how to sort
it. The feed format is I am trying to

accomplish: 1. Grab the 'id' of
every image in the feed 2. Then I
want to check to see if a particular

id occurs several times in the
'name' column. I am able to grab
the id's of the images fine. But

then, how do I go about iterating
through the 'name' column where
there can be multiple instances of
an image? I want to end up with a

list of ids that have several
instances, along with the name they
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occur in. For example, one 'name'
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want to grab all of the 3e33713323
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